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A future without independent media leaves us with an upside down reality where according
to the corporate media “NATO deserves a Nobel Peace Prize”, and where “nuclear weapons
and wars make us safer”

.

.

If, like us, this is a future you wish to avoid, please help sustain Global Research’s activities
by making a donation or taking out a membership now!

Click to donate or click here to become a member of Global Research.

*     *     *

More Lies on Iran: The White House Just Can’t Help Itself as New Facts Emerge

By Philip Giraldi, February 13, 2020

Admittedly the news cycle in the United States seldom runs longer than twenty-four hours,
but that should not serve as an excuse when a major story that contradicts what the Trump
Administration  has  been claiming appears  and suddenly  dies.  The public  that  actually
follows  the  news  might  recall  a  little  more  than  one  month  ago  the  United  States
assassinated  a  senior  Iranian  official  named Qassem Soleimani.  Openly  killing  someone in
the government of a country with which one is not at war is, to say the least, unusual,
particularly  when the crime is  carried out  in  yet  another country with which both the
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perpetrator and the victim have friendly relations. The justification provided by Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo, speaking for the administration, was that Soleimani was in Iraq planning
an “imminent” mass killing of Americans, for which no additional evidence was provided at
that time or since.

Even with Corbyn Gone, Antisemitism Threats Will Keep Destroying the UK Labour Party

By Jonathan Cook, February 13, 2020

The imminent departure of Jeremy Corbyn as leader will not end the damage that has been
done to Labour by such claims. Soon Brexit will become a messy fait accompli. But the
shadow of  Labour’s  so-called  “antisemitism problem”  will  loom over  it  darkly  for  the
foreseeable future, making sure that Corbyn’s successor dare not incur the same steep price
for pursuing a radical political programme. The fear of being smeared as an antisemite will
lead, as it was meant to do, to political and economic timidity from whoever takes on the
mantle of leader.

Syria Imposes the Astana Deal by Force as Turkish, Russian Tensions Rise

By Elijah J. Magnier, February 13, 2020

This  is  the  first  time  the  Turkish  Army  has  been  shelled  by  the  Syrian  Army.  Five  Turkish
officers  were  killed  at  Taftanaz  military  airport,  the  base  used  by  Turkey  and  its  jihadists
gather. Ankara was forced to send its own army onto the battlefield to compensate for the
weakness of its jihadist allies on the ground.

The  liberation  of  the  432  km of  the  M5  from jihadists  was  stipulated  in  the  Astana
agreement signed in October 2018, a stipulation which Turkey failed to honour since then.
The Syrian government carried out three major advances towards the M5 since then, but
this time the decision to recover it was final. This is a Syrian-Russian message to President
Erdogan that time is running out for Idlib. The Turkish-Russian bras-de-fer is also reaching
beyond the Syrian borders. It is also evident in Ukraine and Libya, where Turkey is seeking a
major role.

Crisis in Syrian Idlib Has Firmly Put Turkey Back into NATO’s Sphere

By Paul Antonopoulos, February 13, 2020

Syria was the very reason why relations between Turkey and the United States deteriorated
as the latter openly backed the Syrian branch of the Kurdistan Workers Party, known as the
People’s Protection Units (YPG), that Ankara considers a terrorist organization. Although
Turkey has always been a loyal ally and member of the U.S.-led NATO, the Syrian War saw
relations  between  Ankara  and  Moscow  flourish  despite  an  initial  speedbump when  Turkey
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downed a Russian jet in Syria in 2015, leading to the murder of the pilot by Turkish-backed
terrorists. Russia not only improved relations by selling Turkey the powerful S-400 missile
defense system, but sympathized with Turkish concerns against the YPG and partnered with
Turkey in Syria-related discussions through the Astana and Sochi formats. The S-400 sale
triggered the wrath of NATO, and many within the political establishment in Washington
considered the option of kicking Turkey out of the Atlanticist organization.

“Fake President” Juan Guaido Ends His International Tour, Returns to A Divided Venezuelan
Opposition

By Nino Pagliccia, February 12, 2020

We have to admit that the US public relations apparatus played a good stint at leaving
Venezuelan opposition leader Juan Guaidó’s visit with president Trump last in what seemed
an afterthought. When many thought that Trump had snubbed him in Davos and Miami,
Washington gave him its full attention, normally reserved for real presidents, following the
recent international trip that Guaidó took to muster abroad the political support that he
cannot get in his own country.

As a special guest at the State of the Union speech Trump praised Guaidó as a “very brave
man” and “the true and legitimate president of Venezuela”. He avoided altogether the use
of the extra label “interim”, never mind the fact that Guaidó was never elected and that
recently lost the title of speaker in the Venezuelan National Assembly.

Washington’s Policy of Strangling China. US Nuclear Threats, Militarization of the Taiwan
Straits

By Shane Quinn, February 12, 2020

China constitutes America’s principal rival in the international arena today. Washington has
increasingly surrounded its Chinese adversary with bases, troops and territories controlled
by the United States in east Asia and the Pacific – such as the US client allies of Japan, South
Korea and the Philippines, along with other islands dominated by US military power like
Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and indeed Taiwan.

War or Peace: Turkish backed Terrorists, Erdogan’s Decision on Idlib

By Steven Sahiounie, February 12, 2020

Turkish backed terrorists, following Radical Islam, which is a political ideology, have shot
down a Syrian military helicopter in Idlib on Tuesday.  The battlefield of Idlib sits poised for
imminent  war.  President  Tayyip  Erdogan  said  on  Tuesday  the  Syrian  government  of
President Bashar al-Assad would pay a “very heavy price” for attacking Turkish troops, as he
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threatened  war  against  Syria  after  five  Turkish  soldiers  were  killed  on  Monday  and  an
additional  eight  earlier.
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